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Abstract: The article is concerned with the analysis of the structure of energy consumption by the hotels of
different comfort level by the example of the two/, three-and four-star hotels and development of the procedure
for the assessment of energy-conservation measures (ECM) efficiency. By the development and solving of the
tasks of increasing the energy efficiency of the hotels such general scientific research methods as structured
system analysis, expert evaluation methods were used. The indicators of the ECM efficiency including
integrated efficiency index have been developed. The assessment of efficiency of the ECM implemented has
been performed. The frontiers of increasing the energy-efficiency of the hotel utilities and equipment have been
established. The findings of the research may be used by development of the guidelines for increasing the
effectiveness of the lodging facilities according to the functionality and comfort level. The application of the
designed procedure will result in increase in the hotel energy efficiency, reduction in expenditures on the
monthly payments for the public utility services and use of a building.
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INTRODUCTION The objective of this research is development of the

Application of the energy-saving solutions is one of measures efficiency on the basis of which it will be
the priority tasks for rising the profitability of the hotel possible to choose the package of the priority energy
industry. The share of the utility charges in the structure conservation measures that will be the most appropriate
of expenditures on the hotel operation keeps steadily for a particular hotel. 
growing  and  according  to  the  experts’  estimates  [1]
makes     on     the     average  from    30   to   40%   from Research Methods and Techniques: By development and
the total amount of the operating (maintenance) costs. solving of the tasks of increasing the energy efficiency of
The    automated  software-and-hardware  solutions  for the hotels such general scientific research methods as
hotels called “smarthouse” may serve as the energy structured system analysis, expert evaluation methods
efficiency     standard.     Such      solutions     that    are were used. The structured system analysis method was
widely    used    in   the   international   hotel   chains   are used by development of the procedure for assessment of
the  most  appropriate  for the   newly   built   hotels   [2]. the ECM efficiency. M The expert evaluation method
For    the    hotels    that   were   constructed  quite   long was used in the process of ranking and selection of the
time  ago  and  have   been   used   for   decades   it   is most efficient energy conservation measures. 
possible to perform gradual transition to the smart
building standards. In this case implementation of the Findings: The analysis of data on the energy
energy-efficient    measures    is   carried   over   a   longer consumption of hotels marked according to the comfort
period. level has been performed. The analytical study has shown

procedure for the assessment of energy-conservation
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that some particular measures taken within the framework Further increase in the energy efficiency is possible
of implementation of the approved hotel energy efficiency due to complete automation of the heating, conditioning,
programs do not allow to substantially reduce the ventilation systems, comprehensive instrument metering
expenditures on the buildings operation. Significant result of     all     the     resources    consumed,    replacement    of
may be achieved only upon use of the integrated all  the out-dated equipment through the energy-efficient
approach to the task solving on the basis of procedure for one.
assessment of the ECM efficiency. The comparative analysis of energy consumption by

The    basis    of     the  developed     procedure    for the standard hotel utilities and equipment and indicators
assessment of the ECM efficiency is the use of the of the fully-automated hotels taken as a reference allows
following specific indicators: determining the possible resources for improvement of the

Specific capital expenditures (ce) on the  implemented equipment:
measure accounted for by 1 m2 of the hotel floor
space-Z , rubles/m ; Heating systems-7...10% due to the controlce

2

Specific reduction of the heat (electric) energy automation, use of the individual heat supply
consumption-Q , Gcal/year•m  (kW/year•m ); stations (heating units), differential accounting;t

2 2

Specific cash savings after implementation of the Hot-water       supply      systems-7...10%       due     to
energy conservation measures-E , rubles/m ; the   heat    accumulation,    use   of   the   variablesp

2

Payback period for the expenditures on frequency pump drives, reduction of pressure in the
implementation of energy conservation measures, system;
without regard to raising of the energy resources Lighting  systems-15...20%   by  the  use  of  the
rates-C, years. energy-saving      lamps,      movement     sensors,

After determination of the given indicators according energy to the hotel rooms, optimization of the
to the formula (1) the integrated indicator of the energy premises illumination;
conservation measure efficiency is calculated: Ventilation systems-12...15% by use of the heat

(1) Cooling systems-7...10% by use of the modular units

On the basis of the suggested method the efficiency conditions,     humidity,     air      cleaning     degree,
indicators of the following energy conservation measures heat recovery, heat pumps used in the heating and
have been specified: installation of the heat-reflective cooling systems.
screens   behind  the   heating   radiators;   use   of   the
heat-reflective emissive film on the window glass; Summary: The indicators of the ECM efficiency including
modernization of the entry elements of the hotel integrated    efficiency    index    have   been   developed.
buildings; replacement of the compact fluorescent lamps The     assessment     of     efficiency    of    the    ECM
for they emergency and background lighting through the implemented     has     been     performed.    The    frontiers
LED-ones;  replacement    of    the   one-chamber   glass and     resources of    increasing    the   energy-efficiency
units through double-chamber ones; use of the of    the    hotel utilities   and   equipment   have   been
“ventilated façade” technology; use of the automated established.
heat-receiving units; heat recovery in the hotel ventilation The findings of the research may be used by
systems. development of the guidelines for increasing the

On the basis of the developed method the effectiveness of the lodging facilities according to the
assessment of the energy conservation measures was functionality and comfort level. The application of the
performed which has shown that first of all it is needed to designed procedure will result in increase in the hotel
replace the compact fluorescent lamps for emergency and energy efficiency, reduction in expenditures on the
background lighting through the LED-ones and introduce monthly payments for the public utility services and use
the heat recovery system to the ventilation system. of a building.

energy    efficiency    by    the   kinds   of   utilities   and

electronic keys (switches) for delivery of electric

recovery, variable frequency fan drives;

for control and monitoring of the temperature
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